
Making a Prezi 
 
Prezi is an online presentation tool that makes interesting and practical non-linear presentations. Another 
nice feature is that you can brainstorm your ideas and create your presentation at the same time. 
 

1. Go to http://prezi.com  
 
2. Click Sign up to create a free account. 

 
3. Click New Prezi. Enter a Title (and 

description if desired) and click New Prezi. 
 

4. Notice the function wheel at the top left and 
instructions in the middle Double click 
anywhere and add an idea. You also have 
zoom buttons on the right and the Home 
button takes you to your main idea.  

 
5. First, double click in any space and start 

typing an idea. Notice you have two font 
styles for Titles and one for Body text. You 
can also choose alignment and bullets. 

 
6. Click away from your text. Click on it again and you will see the Zebra 

Wheel. The Zebra Wheel is the key to Prezi. It has three levels 
 

a. Outer ring – turn to rotate 
b. Middle ring - drag in and out to resize 
c. Inner circle – click and drag to move  

 
7. Continue adding, resizing, moving and rotating your text as desired. 

You may put text anywhere on the screen. 
 
8. To add an image, click the Insert circle then click Load file. 

Browse for your saved image and insert. You resize, move, 
etc. image the same as text. 

 

9. To change the fonts, colors click the Colors and fonts 
circle and choose your desired theme. It will be applied to 
the whole Prezi. 

 
10. When you have finished adding elements, you may wish to 

create a path. Click the Path circle. Just click from one 
element to the next to create any path you like. 

 
11. To undo a connection, 

just drag the number to a 
white space and it will disappear. To add a new connection between 
two numbers, just click the dot in between the two numbers and 
drag it to the desired element.  

 
12. To preview your Prezi, click the Show circle and click the arrow at 

bottom right to advance.  
 

13. To return to Edit mode, hit the space bar.  
 

14. Be sure to save your Prezi from time to time.  

http://prezi.com/

